Qin Shihuangdi, firs
empeioi and unifei oo
China, ured Legalirs
meshodr in hir conquers oo
she entie Chinere natonn

Legalism

A. uniform applicaton of the law for all (as opposed to more lenient sentences for upper
classes)
B. purpose of courts is to decide the crime—the law proscribes the punishment for all crimes
C. standardizaton of weights and measures, currency, language
D. rewards, rank, and the right to wear distnctte clothing protided to those who excelled in
war
 Not a religion or eten philosophy, so much as an approach to goternment
 Reflected the interests of the king and the commoners, against the aristocrats
 Very low tiew of human nature; use of the Two Handles (rewards and punishments) to
influence people’ss behatior—relying on people’ss greed to mottate them to obey all laws
The two most famous legalists were Shang Yang (a prime minister of Qin, who died in 338 BC) and
Han Feizi (d. 233 BC), who wrote Legalist texts but neter got to become prime minister.
The state of Qin grew strong in the 300s BC under Shang, and contnued to grow in power in the
200s BC, utlizing Legalist principles in its conuuest of the entre naton of China; but others rebelled
against their harsh tactcs and methods. The Qin dynasty crumbled afer only 15 years of ruling
China (221-207 BC), being replaced by the Han dynasty that ruled for centuries (206 BC-220 AD).
Li Kui was Goternor of the Upper Land of Wei, and he wanted etery man in the district be a good
archer. He issued a decree that if anyone was intolted in an unsetled legal dispute, they would
hate a target shootng competton, and the winner would win the lawsuit. As soon as the decree
was issued, the whole region began practcing archery day and night contnuously. And then, when
the region went to war with Qin, they obliterated the force from Qin, due to the fact that eteryone
was such a good archer.
The tgei ir able so rubdue she dog becaure oo isr clawr and oangrn Ifo she tgei abandonr isr clawr
and oangr and lesr she dog ure shem, is will be rubdued by she dogn
---Han Feizi

